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Just a Taste of Me
Ayla, an injured and orphaned child adopted by a primitive tribe, carries within her
the seed and hope of humankind in this epic of survival and destiny set at the
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dawn of prehistory. Reissue.

Love, Always, Promise
[Siren Classic ManLove: Erotic Alternative Paranormal Romance, M/M, Vampires,
Werewolves] To uphold peace between werewolves and vampires, Devlin Morgan,
werewolf, must return the body of a deceased vampire princess to her coven.
When he arrives he discovers Prince Zacarius Ivinovav, the ruling prince and
brother of the vampire princess. The attraction between the two men is instant,
but their love is forbidden. Vampires and werewolves have been enemies for
nearly 500 years, ever since the Great War. But Devlin and Zacarius are unable to
fight their desire for each other and eventually give in. They're torn by their
emotions, but they'll have to work things out in time to save Zacarius from a
violent stranger. Can they ever be together, or will the animosity between
werewolves and vampires lead to the end of their mating? ** A Siren Erotic
Romance

Vampires and Vixens
Charles Cornick, the leader of the North American werewolves, is sent to Boston
with Anna Latham to assist the FBI in tracking down a serial killer who is targeting
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their kind.

Blood Prince [Wolf Creek Pack 4]
Wolf Creek Sheriff
[Menage Amour: Erotic Alternative Menage a Trois Romance, M/M/M, Werewolves,
Vampires] Sebastian Rule is a Delta wolf, the enforcer for his kind. When word
comes rogue alpha is holding a human hostage, Sebastian is sent to investigate,
eliminating the rogue Alpha if needed. His mission goes horribly wrong and
Sebastian is captured. What he finds when he wakes up though, changes the
course of Sebastian’s life. The human that inhabits the shed with him is not only
the “pet” of the Alpha, he is also Sebastian’s mate. Before Sebastian can rescue
his abused mate, Dobry, they are both set free by Alastar, a vampire and
Sebastian’s other mate. The problem? Sebastian hates vampires. Stuck between a
mate that is afraid of him and a mate that he is hesitant to claim, Sebastian’s only
choice is to run with both when Alpha Rodrick gives chase. Can they learn to trust
each other enough when Alpha Rodrick finally tracks them down? Or will they lose
each other before they realize what they have together? ** A Siren Erotic Romance
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The Jungle Book
Emily of New Moon is the first in a series of novels by Lucy Maud Montgomery
about an orphan girl growing up on Prince Edward Island. It is similar to the
author's Anne of Green Gables series. It was first published in 1923.

Unexpected Mates
Jared Ayers works outdoors, embracing a solitary life, hiding from his inner
demons. But after so many of his Pack brothers have found their mates, he starts
wondering if there might be a mate in his future too. His world turns upside down
after he's hired by the "Ice Queen of Lake Tahoe". One touch is all it takes. One
touch to send the wolf howling within A gifted psychic with pyrokinesis, Taryn
Goldstone wields fire beyond her control– sometimes with dire consequences. With
Jared, she discovers that some flames are meant for passion–and healing. She has
enemies who covet her powerful gift, but they are about to learn just how far a
wolf will go to protect his mate. Each book in the Moon series is a standalone, fulllength story that can be enjoyed out of order. Reading Order: Book #1 Moonlight
Book #2 Hunter's Moon Book #3 Blood Moon Book #4 Harvest Moon Book #5 Ice
Moon Book #6 Blue Moon Book #7 Wolf Moon Book #8 New Moon
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Song of myself
Hidden Desires: [Siren Menage Amour: Erotic Alternative Menage a Trois Romance,
M/M/M, Werewolves] After watching his alpha and beta almost lose their mate,
Thomas decides he needs some time alone. Driving across country, he discovers
Micah, a human that smells like dark chocolate and summer rain. He knows
immediately that Micah is his mate, but before he can claim him, he has to get
Micah's sexy little butt out of trouble. They are attacked by a band of bullies. In his
bid to protect his mate, Thomas reveals his true nature to the bullies and to Micah.
Afterwards, he has to call in reinforcements to help clean up the mess. It comes in
the form of Caleb Hunter, alpha of the Hunter Pack and Micah's other mate. But
Micah's human. Isn't he? ** Stolen Desires: [Siren Menage Amour: Erotic
Alternative Menage a Trois Romance, M/M/M, Werewolves] Ryce Hunter loves his
mate of five years, Saul. He doesn't love that every Friday, Saul goes out to find
some young stud. Fed up with feeling unwanted, Ryce goes into town to find his
own stud. What he finds is Cary, his other mate. Until he has his second mate, Cary
won't let Ryce claim him. Ryce assures him their other mate is Saul. However, all is
not as it seems. Saul is driven to protect his mates at any cost, including sacrificing
his own happiness. ** A Siren Erotic Romance

Blood Contract
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Sink your teeth the dark side with these two delicious paranormal romances by
USA Today Bestseller Lauren Smith. The Bite of Winter: Zoey Blake is about as far
down on her luck as she can get. A car crash took her parents, leaving her
destitute and on the street. When she’s attacked by another homeless person, her
lifeblood drains away as her fading vision is filled with the face of a handsome
stranger. Ian Kennedy, a century old Irish vampire, never could resist rescuing a
stray. As a few drops of his blood heals Zoey’s wounds, he realizes she’s a sweet,
tempting, flesh-and-blood woman. But there’s one problem. Connor, who made Ian
promise decades ago: no more mortal lovers. After another vampire murdered his
soulmate, Connor O’Shea swore never to let a mortal woman pay the price for
loving him. Until he feels Zoey’s skin and tastes her lips. She makes him want to
break that vow. Zoey finds herself caught in their web of seduction. But as
Christmas draws near and her grief deepens, happiness seems far out of reach.
And Ian and Connor join forces to prove their love is sacred, specialand forever. His
Little Vixen: Sadie Harris doesn’t like immortals. After vampires leave her an
orphan, she’s raised by her grandmother at the edge of a werewolf pack’s territory.
As a fox shifter, she knows the rules about werewolves: Stay clear of the
boundaries, never go out after dark during the full moon and take a vacation far,
far away when she goes into her shifter mating heat or else she’ll attract literal
“big bad wolves.” But when her flight gets cancelled and her mating heat is
coming - so are the wolves. The last thing she expects is to get rescued by a tall,
dark and gorgeous manervampire. What’s a vixen to do? Seamus Gallagher might
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be immortal but his life is full of mortal problems: he’s been framed for the murder
of the woman his two best friends loved; he's on a mission to find and kill his sire;
and, he has no idea what to do with the feisty red-headed vixen he just rescued
from a vicious werewolf pack. He doesn't have time to babysit a skittish shifter who
hates vampires, but when he looks at her, Seamus sees trouble. Sexy, sweet, and
irresistible trouble. The last thing this vamp needs is to fall in love.

Flight of Fancy [Wolf Creek Pack 12]
A Twitch of Tail (Wiccan-Were-Bear #6) Were-tiger brothers Melo and Tahlon
Thorne have spent the last three years in different ambushes. Now that Tahlon is
coming to join Melo's ambush, they both begin to grow unsettled. It's not until they
follow a sweet scent into the tiger king's home that they realize the unsettled
feelings are because they've found their mate. But Melo and Tahlon's past comes
back in force and it's not just Tera's life that hangs in the balance. * * * * * A
Promise on White Wings (Wiccan-Were-Bear #7) Taken in by a bear den as a child,
Danika doesn't know what she is, only that she's all alone in the world. A visit to a
bear den in Northern Ohio brings her face to face with her future in the form of two
males who are meant to be her mates. She discovers that she's not only the
destined mate of the falcon Prince Jesuit and the white lion Prince Chance, but also
the answer to a prophecy about a white-winged woman. When a bear from her den
makes a claim to her, her mates must fight for their right to her and to their future.
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* * * * * A Slash of Savagery (Wiccan-Were-Bear #8) One thousand-year-old
vampire Brone has spent the better part of his immortal life with a sword in his
hand. One look at the beautiful Wiccan, Arissa, and he knows that he's found his
beloved mate, and he's willing to walk away from everything that he knows for her.
When the coven's enemies attack the one meant to protect them, can Brone get to
her in time? * * * * * Awaken A Wolf (Wiccan-Were-Bear #9) Cinder discovers that
she's not truly a Wiccan, but something much more, and Adam is the only one who
can help her. The infuriating alpha male manages to put the brakes on his desire to
rush her into mating him because she needs him as she navigates the waters of
her new destiny. When someone from her past threatens all they've built, will
Cinder survive the full moon or will Adam find himself alone once more?

Mating Games [Delta Wolf 2]
[Siren Classic: M/M Erotic Romance] Ethan Brown finds his mate, Jace Dominick, at
the local bar. They go back to Ethan's place to cement their mating. The next day,
Jace is missing. Ethan is beside himself, and when he finally finds Jace, the man
swears his name is JD and he doesn't know Ethan. Six weeks later, Jace is back.
He's ready to have Ethan for his mate. Jace and Ethan try to make a go of things,
but that's hard to do when their insecurities get in the way. Jace feels guilty about
what he did to Ethan and treats him like glass. Ethan thinks Jace is there out of
guilt, and he's afraid to ask for more. But when danger comes, can they overcome
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their personal issues to save each other? ** A Siren Erotic Romance

The Lamb Who Cried Wolf [Mate or Meal 1]
Kidnapped then released deep in the woods, Brandi is being hunted by beasts
straight out of a horror movie. But there's an even bigger, more vicious creature in
the woods: the deadly werewolf who saves her life. Jason is much more than a
man, dangerous and intimidating, and Brandi still finds herself wanting every
unbelievably sexy inch of him. He's shocked to find his own kind hunting a human,
but ends up even more stunned when he accidentally triggers a mating heat in the
beautifully lush woman he saved. Overwhelmed with lust, Jason takes her, bites
her, binds her to him forever Now he just has to break the news to Brandi.

Claimed
[Siren Everlasting Classic ManLove: Erotic Alternative Paranormal Romance, M/M,
vampires, werewolves, HEA] Eddie Jacks is on the run. He just wants to make it
back home so he can pack his stuff before his ex-boyfriends comes after him.
When he reaches his seat on the airplane, it's occupied by a striking man with a
broken nose. But there's an air of mystery around the ruggedly handsome man
that makes Eddie wish for things best forgotten. Virgil Brown just wanted to make
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it back to Wolf Creek. After a particularly long and dangerous mission, he's a little
banged up and in need of some serious sleep. When the cutest guy he's ever seen
takes the seat next to him, Virgil is confused by the instant interest he has in the
klutzy man. Deciding to see where things go, Virgil discovers that there is more to
Eddie than meets the eye. Not only is Eddie his mate, but the man has secrets
even Eddie wasn't aware of. When his ex comes for him, Virgil and Eddie have to
trust that fate won't tear them apart when they just found each other. ** A Siren
Erotic Romance

Man to Man
[Siren Classic ManLove: Erotic Alternative Paranormal Romance, M/M, vampires,
werewolves, HEA] Electus Luca Ucathya has waited hundreds of years to find his
anamchara, his soul mate. Rowan Connelly is not what he expected. For one, the
man doesn't have a submissive bone in his body. Even worse, Rowan is a wolf, one
of the most dangerous and hated enemies of a vampire. But giving Rowan up isn't
an option. Discovering that he is the mate of a vampire isn't so bad for Rowan, but
the things required of him as the mate of the leader of a vampire tribe just might
be more than he can handle. When Rowan is kidnapped, not once but twice, Luca
knows he has to do everything in his power to keep his mate safe, something that
would be much easier if Rowan would accept his place as the mate of a vampire
and behave. Instead, Rowan is drawing Luca into more trouble with every breath.
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And Luca just can't seem to mind. ** A Siren Erotic Romance

Wolf Creek Alpha
[Menage Amour: Erotic Fantasy Menage a Trois Romance, M/M/F, Shape-Shifters]
Cort and Boone are best friends, working together and often loving women
together. Taking a hot little blonde to a motel and sharing her is nothing new for
them. The lingering thoughts of the woman are. Neither of them can stop thinking
about her. When they discover Nix being held against her will, they jump into
action, but it's not the kind they are normally used to. They are suddenly able to
shift into huge, furry beasts. Confused and shocked, they take Nix home only to
discover Nix is an Other, as in other than human. She has powers, a life force, and
a need for deep secrecy. She belongs to a world Cort and Boone have never heard
of but suddenly find themselves a part of. Their only problem? Someone else
knows about Nix, and she's at the top of their list of most wanted. Cort and Boone
and their friends have to plan fast and work even faster to save Nix and the others
of their kind that are in danger. But first, they have to figure out who the bad guy
is. ** A Siren Erotic Romance

Tri-Omega Mates
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Keri Arthur, the New York Times bestselling author of the Riley Jenson Guardian
series, takes readers to the werewolf reservation of Ripple Creek—where moon
fever runs high and a savage murderer runs rampant. There’s no turning back for
Neva Grant. To find a killer, she must seduce the boldest male in the Sinclair pack.
Her twin sister lies in a hospital bed, fighting for her life, the fourth and only
surviving victim of a vicious attacker. The werewolf rangers suspect the Sinclair
pack, and the only way Neva can infiltrate their close-knit ranks is to unleash the
wildness within and offer herself to Duncan Sinclair. Duncan’s appetite for women
is legendary on the reservation. But when this new woman stirs his hunger, he
finds his desire for her goes deeper than anything he’s ever felt before. When he
realizes that she’s playing a game and he’s taken the bait, he is determined to
push her to the breaking point. As Duncan and Neva engage in a dangerous dance,
they must somehow find a way to join forces—before a cornered killer bites back.
From the Paperback edition.

The Call of the Wild Weekly #7
Feared by humans and envied by werewolves, the Dire Wolves are immortal
shifters, obeying no laws but their own bestial natures. Rifter leads the pack, and
his primal instincts have led him to claim Gwen, a woman seeking solace from the
chronic pain that has wracked her body her entire life. But whatever future Rifter
and Gwen have is threatened by an enemy of both humanity and the Dire Wolves
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Full Moon Mating [Wolf Creek Pack 1]
This book has been considered by academicians and scholars of great significance
and value to literature. This forms a part of the knowledge base for future
generations. So that the book is never forgotten we have represented this book in
a print format as the same form as it was originally first published. Hence any
marks or annotations seen are left intentionally to preserve its true nature.

The Clan of the Cave Bear
Ox was twelve when his daddy taught him a very valuable lesson. He said that Ox
wasn't worth anything and people would never understand him. Then he left. Ox
was sixteen when he met the boy on the road, the boy who talked and talked and
talked. Ox found out later the boy hadn't spoken in almost two years before that
day, and that the boy belonged to a family who had moved into the house at the
end of the lane. Ox was seventeen when he found out the boy's secret, and it
painted the world around him in colors of red and orange and violet, of Alpha and
Beta and Omega. Ox was twenty-three when murder came to town and tore a hole
in his head and heart. The boy chased after the monster with revenge in his
bloodred eyes, leaving Ox behind to pick up the pieces. It's been three years since
that fateful day--and the boy is back. Except now he's a man, and Ox can no longer
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ignore the song that howls between them.

The Moon Dragon (The Secrets of Droon #26)
Rancher Adam Sloan is more than meets the eye. As the heir to his Pack, the sexy
werewolf's biggest challenge is keeping his kin's true nature under wraps. But a
group of jaguar shifters threatens to reveal the pack, blasting into town killing
humans in plain sight. And when he smells one at the local diner, his standing
orders are to take her out. Lana Turpin doesn't realize she's a moving target.
Raised in the foster system, she only knows that she blacks out during the new
moon and wakes up without remembering a thing. But now she's being tracked by
some strange organization that wants her back—even though she's never stepped
foot inside their compound. And the stranger across the diner is watching her like
an enemy. It should be a simple mission for Adam, but when he touches the
frustratingly beautiful Lana, his inner wolf howlsmate. Now, the two must find and
stop the people who hunt herand Adam must keep his own family from killing the
only woman he will ever love. Each book in the Moon series is a standalone, fulllength story that can be enjoyed out of order. Reading Order: Book #1 Moonlight
Book #2 Hunter's Moon Book #3 Blood Moon Book #4 Harvest Moon Book #5 Ice
Moon Book #6 Blue Moon Book #7 Wolf Moon Book #8 New Moon
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Wolf Creek Shifters Box Set 1-3
With nearly 2 million books in print, this Little Apple series is H-O-T, hot. The
SECRET is out -- DROON is the series that kids, parents, and teachers are talking
about! There's no place like home! Eric and his friends have finally restored the
Rainbow Stairs, but that was the easy part. Now Gethwing is loose in the Upper
World, and the Moon Dragon is causing big trouble. Eric, Julie, and Neal have to
protect their town, but they're up against mysterious creatures, strangely-behaving
parents, and powerful magic. Can the kids stop Gethwing before he destroys the
Upper World -- for good?

American Wolf
A collection of paranormal romances, including Patricia Briggs' "Alpha and Omega,"
in which a beautiful werewolf uncovers her true powers with the help of a werewolf
prince.

Who's Afraid of the Big Bad Wolf?
Presents the further adventures of Mowgli, a boy reared by a pack of wolves, and
the wild animals of the jungle. Also includes other short stories set in India.
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On the Prowl
A NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER The enthralling story of the rise and reign of OSix, the celebrated Yellowstone wolf, and the people who loved or feared her
Before men ruled the earth, there were wolves. Once abundant in North America,
these majestic creatures were hunted to near extinction in the lower 48 states by
the 1920s. But in recent decades, conservationists have brought wolves back to
the Rockies, igniting a battle over the very soul of the West. With novelistic detail,
Nate Blakeslee tells the gripping story of one of these wolves, O-Six, a charismatic
alpha female named for the year of her birth. Uncommonly powerful, with gray fur
and faint black ovals around each eye, O-Six is a kind and merciful leader, a
fiercely intelligent fighter, and a doting mother. She is beloved by wolf watchers,
particularly renowned naturalist Rick McIntyre, and becomes something of a social
media star, with followers around the world. But as she raises her pups and
protects her pack, O-Six is challenged on all fronts: by hunters, who compete with
wolves for the elk they both prize; by cattle ranchers who are losing livestock and
have the ear of politicians; and by other Yellowstone wolves who are vying for
control of the park’s stunningly beautiful Lamar Valley. These forces collide in
American Wolf, a riveting multigenerational saga of hardship and triumph that tells
a larger story about the ongoing cultural clash in the West—between those fighting
for a vanishing way of life and those committed to restoring one of the country’s
most iconic landscapes.
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His Fated Mate
[Menage Amour: Erotic Alternative Paranormal Menage a Trois Romance, M/M/M,
Werewolves, Vampires] Ben knew there would never be a mate for him. No one in
his or her right mind would want to be shackled with a man with no tenderness, no
gentleness, and certainly no kindness. He didn't even know what those emotions
were anymore. They were stripped from him, along with a good portion of his
sanity. Ben has nothing to offer a mate, and he knows it. When huge sky blue eyes
peek out at him from under strawberry blond hair at a Wolf Mating party, Ben can't
deny his fascination, or his need to claim Stefan as his mate. But Stefan comes
with a lot of baggage. According to vampire law, he's been given away by his
brother to Dane, the brother of Stefan's best friend, Audley. In exchange, Audley
has been given to Stefan's brother. The problem? Audley and Stefan are both Ben's
mates. When Stefan and Audley are kidnapped, Ben and their friends race to save
them. Can Ben survive long enough to save his mates, or will his worst nightmare
come true? Can Stefan and Audley overcome their fears long enough to save their
mate, or will they lose him forever? ** A Siren Erotic Romance

Ice Moon
Tyler MacKeltar has a motto: Just make it one more day. He fights his inner wolf for
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control every minute of every day, certain he'll need to be put down at any
moment. Life has dealt him more than his fair share of blows, and damaged his
animal, almost past the point of no return. He believes nothing can save him, and
he knows he's running out of time. Then Parker Leighton walks into his life. One
look at her is all it takes to soothe his beast in a way nothing ever has. She's
human, though, and he knows how that usually ends: in heartbreak. How does he
tell her what he is without making her run from him and sending his wolf spiraling
out of control again?Parker Leighton does her best to hide from the world. Shy and
awkward, she'd rather be at home with a good book than anywhere around people.
Returning to her hometown for her sister's wedding is torture; until a chance
meeting with Tyler has her suddenly eager to be around someone else for the first
time in her life. His effect on her is instantaneous, calming her and putting her at
ease around someone other than family, when she never has been before. But how
can a man like Tyler ever really want a woman like her? And can he handle what
she needs to tell him?One magical night together changes everything. Suddenly,
Tyler's wolf is sane, and Parker is more comfortable in her skin. Neither of them are
sure what it means; Tyler just knows he doesn't want her to go, and Parker doesn't
want him to let her. But will Tyler and Parker be able to handle each other's
secrets? Or will their revelations send them running in opposite directions?

The Second Jungle Book
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Will three alpha werewolves settle down when their mates cross their path?Three
women. All different. Will they tame their mates? Witch. Druid. Ghost Whisperer.
WOLF CREEK SHIFTERS CONTAINS THE FOLLOWING BOOKS WOLF CREEK ALPHABOOK 1: Can a witch accept that she's the mate to an alpha werewolf? Rafe loves
her deeply, now he has to convince her. Lisa is shocked to discover she's a witch
with an alpha werewolf as a mate. Rafe protects his pack and the magical pond.
Now he'll protect his mate too. The Queen of Faery gave all shifters the ability to
change their mates in the enchanted water. Keeping his new mate safe from an
evil Fae will take the strength of his pack and the cougar shifters. Robert is a light
Fae warrior who will help save Lisa from the dark Fae's hunger for power. Magical
beings come together to banish evil once and for all. WOLF CREEK ENFORCERBOOK 2: Stoic werewolf enforcer meets gentle druid woman.Can these mates
conquer their differences with love?A druid, carefree and loving. A wolf shifter,
hardened but patient. Melanie is an extrovert, loving and kind, but tough and
outspoken when necessary. Ian is an introvert, all he wants is to claim his mate
and keep her safe. Grunting more than one syllable words annoys him,but opening
up to his mate becomes easier as he gets to know her. Well, somewhat easier. Ian
is the head enforcer for his pack. Something is pulling at him until he hits the road,
looking for his mate. He finds Melanie, a free spirit hitchhiking in New Mexico. Once
he gets her to his home in East Texas, he has to protect her from a wizard who
wants her for her magical abilities. Melanie couldn't wait to explore this feeling that
led her to take to the highway. Finding Ian was more than she could have hoped
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for. The difficult part would be telling him of her family's legacy and the job she
was entrusted with. WOLF CREEK GHOSTS-BOOK 3: Devlin is a werewolf who loves
women. Can he settle down when his mate comes to town? Olivia doesn't need a
man to complete her, but can she resist her fated mate? She talks to ghosts, they
talk back. He's a wolf shifter, and thinks his mate is nuts. Devlin is the youngest of
the three commanding brothers. Being known as the genius in the pack, he enjoys
computer games and bedeviling his older brothers. Women are a joy to him and
settling down was not on his radar. Meeting his mate changes his mindeven
though she talks to 'imaginary people'. Olivia enjoys nice clothes, manicures, and
helping ghosts that are lost or lonely. Talking to dead people is commonplace for
her. Meeting a man claiming to be her mate and a werewolf blows her mind. When
Willie, a serial killer, stalks Olivia in the death realm, Devlin, along with Jack,her
ghostly companion, must send Willie on to the fate that awaits his darkened soul.

Lost in Vengeance
This bundle features Swipe Right to Mate, Swipe Right for Love, and Swipe Right
for Passion! Swipe Right to Mate Victoria is floundering. She's lost her home, her
boyfriend, everything rather than go back to her parents with her tail tucked
between her legs, or inconvenience her best friend, she decides to take matters
into her own hands. When she comes across a mating app, Tori thinks she may
have just found a way to solve all of her problems, and maybe, just maybe, find
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love along the way. A trial period with Mal, the sexy bear shifter who contacted her
seems like the answer. But, when she gets there and realizes it's not only Mal she's
there to meet, but also his best friend Kai, will this opportunity be more than this
human bargained for? Swipe Right to Mate is the first in a new trilogy by DJ Bryce.
This is a menage standalone about a desperate woman finding exactly what she
needs, where she least expects it. Swipe Right for Love Katja is lost. After finally
dumping her douche of an ex, she thought she had things figured out. A job as a
nanny, which offered room, board and stability. But, when she loses that, Katja
realizes she's left with nothing. When she comes across a mating app, Katja hopes
she's found a way to dust herself off and start anew. She's not looking for love, just
companionship and a place to call home. Bane lost his mate five years ago and has
since lived his life for his daughter, Sloane. Now that she'd getting older, he's
realized that Sloane needs more than he can offer, so he allows his friends to talk
him into joining the mating app that changed their lives. The only stipulation, is
that the women he meets have to pass his tests before they can meet his
daughter, and need to know they have no hope of winning his heart. Swipe Right to
Love is the second in a new trilogy by DJ Bryce. It follows two people eager for
companionship, who are determined not to let love in their lives. The thing is love
doesn't always follow the rules. Swipe Right for Passion Shonda is lonely. Over a
decade ago, she'd fallen for the man she knew was her mate, only to have him flee
the pack and never return. She's lived her life on automatic. No boyfriends, no
excitement, only work and friends. When she learns that the man she loves has
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joined a mating service and has an active profile on the app, Shonda knows this
may be her last chance to be with the man who's always owned her heart, even if
she has to lie to make it happen. Grayson likes being alone. He has his farm, his
solitude, and the occasional visit from his brother, Bane, and Bane's family. For
years that has been enough, but now Gray wants more. Not ready to leave his
land, he decides to follow in his brother's footsteps and try to find a mate. He just
needs someone who'll be okay living on the outskirts of society. Swipe Right for
Passion is the third in a new trilogy by DJ Bryce. Can two people who missed their
opportunity at fate get a second chance at their happily ever after?

Wolfsong
Fair Game
[M/M Erotic Romance] Reece knows Keeley is his mate the moment he meets him.
But Keeley is not only human, he's a man. Alpha of his own pack for just three
months, having a man for a mate is a headache Reece doesn't need. But not
claiming his mate is not an option. However, Keeley is unlike any man he has ever
met, from the top of his gorgeous honey blond hair to the bottom of his fire engine
red painted toenails, Keeley is hot! Reece becomes even more enchanted with his
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new mate when Keeley loses his temper with Reece and hits him with a cookie
sheet. Just when Reece accepts being mated to a man and starts to care for him,
Keeley is attacked and nearly dies. Reece discovers a plot that involves more than
just the death of his mate, but also his entire pack. Can Reece save Keeley and his
pack, or will he have to choose between them? ** A Siren Erotic Romance

The Eastern Cherokees
Can a witch accept that she's the mate to an alpha werewolf? Rafe loves her
deeply, now he has to convince her. Visiting her friend in the small east Texas town
of Wolf Creek, Lisa is shocked when she learns that shifters are real, and even
more shocked when a light Fae warrior informs her she's a witch. But this is just
the beginning of her journey Werewolves, shifters, light and dark Fae creatures.
Who knew? She'd always been a little intuitive, a little bit different. But wasn't
everyone? Rafe is the alpha of the east Texas pack and according to him, her
mate. Keeping his new mate safe from an evil Fae will take the strength of his pack
and the help of their magical friends. The Queen of Faery gave all shifters the
ability to change their mates in the enchanted water. Lisa will have to decide if she
wants to enter the water with Rafe and make the change to be come a werewolf
and be his mate forever. Magical beings come together to banish evil once and for
all.
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Emily of New Moon Illustrated
Fairytales talk about the beauty of finding a mate, but what happens when your
past caused the mate you never met a lifetime of pain? Asher and Devina are
about to find out how connected their mating bond is. Being the first born means
nothing when you grew up in a wolf pack, only the strong will rule. Betrayed and
beaten within an inch of his life Asher

Pretty Baby [Wolf Creek Pack 7]
Shifter Catrina Macintyre has roamed the wilderness of Alaska as a lone wolf for six
years. Imprisoned in her wolf form by a promise to her mother, she seeks the
opportunity to discover the truth about her parents' murders. When an Alpha saves
her and takes her to his pack, she has to decide whether he will aid heror destroy
her. Killian Stone is the Alpha of Wolf Creek, determined to save what the Shifter
race is quick to dismiss or kill: lone-Shifters. After years of disappointment, finding
Cat was a relief. That is until the intriguing and challenging she-wolf reveals a past
that could put his pack in danger. Their undeniable attraction toward each other
threatens to collapse Cat's defensive walls. She's torn between the hope of a
future, and the lingering pain of her past. The truth may be more than either of
them anticipated, threatening not only Cat, but the whole Shifter race. Will Killian
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convince Cat to abandon her quest for vengeance before it destroys them all?

Just a Vampire
Jack London's "The Call of the Wild" has been broken down into several books. In
this series, there will be a book for every chapter. This is Weekly #7, which is the
7th and final chapter(The Sounding of the Call) of The Call of the Wild. Be sure to
look for your favorite chapters from this classic story. "The Call of the Wild," set in
the late 1800s, takes the reader on an interesting adventure during the 1890s
Klondike Gold Rush. Enjoy London's imagination as you discover what life was like
for an in-demand dog during those times and how this dog responded to the
challenges laid before him.

Beneath a Rising Moon
[Siren Classic ManLove: Erotic Alternative Paranormal Romance, M/M, werewolves,
HEA] James Nash was shocked to walk into his mother's house and discover his
mate, Donovan Morgan, waiting there. He's even more stunned when he learns
that his new mate isn't even gay. Having lived in the closet all of his life, James
isn't quite sure what to do about it. Especially since he and Donovan can't seem to
keep their hands off of each other. Taking a chance that they were meant to be
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together, James and Donovan try to give their mating a try. But, before they can
truly explore their new relationship, a madman bent on proving a point shoots
Donovan. Between crazy situations, crazy killers, and even crazier relatives, Jim
and Donovan strive to find a middle ground in their lives together. But, when
Donovan is called home by his alpha, the chance to work on their relationship is
the least of their worries. Keeping each other alive may prove to be harder. This
extended version has been extensively rewritten and is at 53,500 words. (The
short version of Man to Man at 17,400 words is available in Tasty Treats, Volume 3
Anthology.) ** A Siren Erotic Romance

Swipe Right: Paranormal Mating Bundle
Will Colin save his new mate from an evil dragon? Stephanie cannot believe her
eyes when she wakes up in Faery and her 'date' claims to be a werewolfand her
mate. Will she accept him? Colin is the sheriff of Wolf Creek, and a protector at
heart. Easy going and laid-back, unless something threatens his mate or his pack.
But sometimes there's an enemy so evil, so hell-bent on destroying humans, that a
patient wolf shifter turns into the fiercest predator. Stephanie is a 911 dispatcher
who thinks she's lucked out to meet a guy as handsome and kind as Colin, a man
who finally makes her feel safe in a world she knows is filled with evil. But when
she learns the truth about her seemingly ordinary world--that it's anything but
normal--Stephanie must face grave dangers that she never thought possible. It
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turns out, she is not just a regular girl at all--she's an empath. And her new
boyfriend Colin isn't just a small town sheriff--but a wolf shifter bound to her by
loyalty and love. And now Stephanie and Colin must race against time, keeping
Amon and his war against humans from becoming a reality. Together, the two of
them must stop Amon, a dragon with a delusional God complex, hell-bent on
taking over not just Wolf Creekbut the world itself.

Mating Heat
[Siren Classic ManLove: Erotic Alternative Paranormal Romance, M/M, vampires,
public exhibition] Danny Erickson knew things were bad when he got called to the
dean's office at his university. He just didn't expect to see his estranged father
when he arrived or the proposal his father offers him. Little does Danny know that
by signing his name on the dotted line, he's agreed to become the personal blood
donor to a vampire prince and there is no breaking this blood contract. Prince
Dominic Xavier Lucian Ruelle is dying. He needs a blood donor with pure blood.
When Danny is brought to him, Dominic finds himself dealing with feelings he has
never experienced before. Falling in love with his blood donor was never part of
the contract. When Danny's life is threatened, Dominic will do anything to save
him, even break every rule of his kind. He's even willing to give up his life to save
the man he loves. But will it be enough and will it be in time? More importantly, will
Danny accept a vampire prince as his mate? ** A Siren Erotic Romance
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Dire Needs
[Siren Classic ManLove: Erotic Alternative Paranormal Romance, M/M, werewolves]
Elliot Spencer has spent his entire life trying to live up to his father's strict ideals
and make him proud. When he meets a sexy man at a bar, he decides that for
once in his life, he's going to live by his rules, and that includes going home with
Tommy Nash. He just doesn't know until it's too late that going home with Tommy
will mean changing the way he sees the world. Tommy Nash is captivated by the
chatty little man he meets at the bar where he works. Taking the man home for a
night of wild sex is a no-brainer, especially when he recognizes that Elliot is his
mate. What Tommy doesn't realize until it's too late, however, is that Elliot is a wolfshifter like him, and Elliot doesn't know it. By the time Tommy is able to get Elliot
calmed down, it's too late. He's attacked someone, and Tommy's family doesn't
want him to become involved with Elliot. Together, they have to fight his family,
Elliot's family, and a few people in between who believe they shouldn't be
together. Tommy's biggest obstacle is proving to Elliot that they belong together,
and by the time he does, it may be too late. Someone is after Elliot, and Tommy
doesn't know if he can save his mate, even with his pack's help. ** A Siren Erotic
Romance

Moonlight
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Erotic Alternative Paranormal Romance, M/M, werewolf] Sheriff Joe Nash couldn't
have been more surprised when he answered a call to a shooting and discovered
the sexiest man he ever saw. His extraordinary response to the man told him
immediately Nate was his mate. Taking a chance, Joe takes him home, hoping to
convince him to stay. But Nate Summers is on the run from someone, never
staying in one place for more than a few days. The tall, handsome sheriff and his
offer of a safe haven intrigue Nate, but he's afraid that if he sticks around, the
sheriff will discover his secret, a secret that could make the sheriff hate him. ** A
Siren Erotic Romance

Wiccan-were-bear
[Siren Classic ManLove: Erotic Alternative Paranormal Romance, M/M, bondage,
sex toys] Lunch or lover? That is the question that appears in werewolf Brody’s
mind when he meets lamb shifter Carson. The answer is easy. Simply looking into
Carson’s innocent blue eyes tells him that the lamb is his mate. If he’s going to eat
Carson up, they’ll both enjoy it. Carson has been isolated by his flock due to his
inability to grow into a strong ram. When he is unexpectedly attacked by his halfbrother, he does not expect being rescued by a wolf—let alone falling in love with
him. But in spite of Brody and Carson’s feelings, there are other forces at work,
and people who don’t agree with Brody’s new plans and diet. If Brody can’t find a
way to save their bond, Carson might become lunch, after all. ** A Siren Erotic
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Romance
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